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The Prague Quadrennial is one of the

world’s foremost expositions of theatrecrafts, 

attracting input from some of the world’s leading practitioners. 

Steve Moles went on a joyous cultural exploration for LSi . . .

So often in the modern era, creativity in the performing arts is

assisted by technical innovation: gizmos increasing the range of

the possible. When members of the creative fraternity assemble in

large numbers it’s often to attend a big international trade show

such as our own, PLASA. That’s no detriment to PLASA, for the

truth is, without them we’d rarely meet together at all.

Nevertheless, the influence of manufacturers at an event like

PLASA is that discussion is led by what’s on offer: “Did you see

that new light / speaker / widget / fabric?” 

So it is refreshing to discover that it is possible for creative people to
assemble in large number, bypassing the mechanistic route of trade, and
spawn something purely from their own imaginations. Welcome to Prague
Quadrennial (PQ), where old truths are re-validated by an unambiguous
desire to stretch and grow in mutually beneficial ways. If only one
adjective can be used to describe PQ, it’s ‘joyous’. 

PQ in brief . . .
PQ is a confusing beast. The information on its website is ambiguous at
best; it would seem even the venues are spread randomly about the city
and the purpose of what takes place within them is equally opaque.
Once I got to Prague, this ambiguity made sense: they want you to be
mystified, one of its prime purposes is to take the visitor out of their
comfort zone and make them think. Unfortunately, in a spoon-fed age this
may be one reason why PQ is not better known. Conversely, this also
explains why the people that do come are so highly motivated - they
revel in ambiguity. 

I focussed on two elements, PQ and Scenofest*, out of many, but even
these were inextricably intertwined.

Prague Quad has multiple expo sites . . .

1. Veletržni Palace: Here were the main entries to the PQ Competitive
Exhibition for the performance design awards. The Palace also hosted
scenic design exhibits from students and colleges across the globe. (It is
also home to the Czech National Gallery and is well worth the tram ride up
out of the old city for that alone). In the basement was an exhibition of
Extreme Costume. 

2. Piazzetta of the National Theatre: Here was an expo site called
Intersections: outwardly a collection of large white boxes (maybe a riff on
Svoboda’s ‘Polyekran’), inwardly each box was a location for installation;
drama as art. In the evening the boxes became a seating platform, albeit
one four metres tall, to view movies that expanded on the theme of
‘Intimacy and Spectacle’ that was Intersections’ theme. 

3. St Anne’s Church: Named ‘Crossroads’ (to add to the confusion) this
was the venue for everything related to theatre architecture.

4. Nuvo Scena (The New Stage): The building is where Josef Svoboda
evolved his ground-breaking Lanterna Magika concept. This was the
venue for the Sound and Light section.

5. DAMU: The Czech equivalent of our Central School of Speech and
Drama (CSSD), and the setting for Scenofest. Although officially part of
PQ and driven by OISTAT, Scenofest stands slightly apart, having a certain
autonomy over how it presents itself. DAMU is where all the fantastic
workshops were held.

In addition to the above, an enormous variety of live performance at
venues all over Prague was scheduled to coincide with PQ, opera, dance,
drama, concert. It would be neither possible nor fair to try and represent
any of these events here.

Crossroads (St Anne’s Church):
Architectural Section, PQ 
St Anna’s Church appears destined to be home to events such as this. 
A gutted medieval church, a mezzanine suspended above the nave
affords a wonderful space for a presentation. Ancient, light and open, and
possessing a massive beamed wooden roof, it is acoustically neutral.
Richard Sennett, a well known and published American Philosopher (he
teaches Sociology at LSE London, MIT Boston, and at NY University), was
presenting on ‘Where is Theatre Politics and Performing Public:’ (Sennett
is best known for his work on social ties in urban centres.) Stay with me as
I attempt to encapsulate 90 minutes of talk in 500 words: for the theatre
architect this is critical stuff and well worth your time. 

Sennett’s introduction announced he was also a cellist (world class, in fact;
the previous evening he’d given a concert in Berlin) and that it was his

Scenography: UK National Exhibit (Es Devlin)

Scenography: USA National Exhibit
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exper iences
as a cellist that led him to
ponder the mentality of the ‘connected
generation’ - a total misnomer, he believes.

Put simply, Sennett believes that new technology limits our opportunity to
communicate directly. Starting with the sense of touch, he made a
convincing case, using the metaphor of applying vibrato to the cello -
something notoriously difficult with that instrument. The importance of
feedback of sensual operations, e.g. fingering the neck of the cello, is
critical to the successful application of vibrato. The musician’s touch
becomes more refined with experience; the finger learns through feeling
the feedback from the cello neck and string. In everyday communications
we are desensitised by materialism, specifically the phone, the computer,
the gadget.

His main argument is that without feedback we internalise and lose
objectivity. While the cellist notes the difficulty of vibrato through practise,
and their sensitivity to feedback overcomes it, the online individual, already
distanced from the subject, lacks any real listening skills or objectivity. In 
a chat room discussion, personal aggression is not moderated by the
internal voice, so we’re poorly trained performers on PCs. In so-called
‘normal’ social interaction we require training. He argues that slick, 
well-written software (e.g. Apple) hides the complexity of what it does and
diminishes the experience: anything learnt with ease isn’t earned.

Equally, modern buildings tend to a triumph of function over form, so
every room has a self-evident task and dictates to the user (dining room,
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom): thus we become passive in the home.
What does this mean for the theatre designer? Don’t allow function to
dominate: difficult assumptions about what a space is for provides
feedback to the visitor. If everything is easy to use there’s no feedback;
we’re not conscious of the difficulty beneath it, so we don’t practice. 

So, in summary, his message to architects was to “increase ambiguity”. 
If we design without ambiguity then people will never discover the variety of
techniques. In other words, an ambiguous theatre space provides a

multitude
of experiences to
those sensitised (feedback
experienced) visitors. That will keep them
coming back long after the superficial excitement of 
a loud PA, or technologically clever stage gag has passed.

That might all sound a bit deep, but it has a relevance for LSi readers.
Sustaining theatre audiences outside the commercial beehives of
Broadway and the West End was very much on the agenda throughout
PQ, and I dare say it’s on many of yours.

Veletržni Palace: Es Devlin
The exhibition of National entries to the Scenography competition
dominated the Palace; I present a collection of photographs, as to
describe each would be tedious in the extreme. The purpose is clear:
recognition for some, and sharing of ideas for all. It’s worth coming just to
share.

Es Devlin, who featured in last month’s Take That coverage, was a guest
at the UK exhibition, showing her work for Lady Gaga. I talked to her
about why a practitioner at her level should come to PQ.

“I first came in 1999, I was representing UK, I had done a small piece at
the Bush Theatre and Ralph Coultard took me along for the stage design
exhibit. I missed it in 2003 and then came again in 2007 and now again in
2011.” Obviously a fan, has she actually had time to look around and see
the full scope? “I’ve looked at everything; I’ve even managed to see a few
things around the city.” Has she presented? “I did a talk yesterday for
about 300 people, a little place - it was packed and hot. When you’re
asked to talk and teach it gives you the impetus to find time and review
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your own output; that in itself is valuable. Then
you present and the students come along and
pose unexpected questions.” Which leads you
to new perceptions of your own work? “More
than that, this year I’ve taken a close look at the
students’ work; there are some really exciting
ideas here. Yes, some is not of great standard
but sift through it and it’s well worth the effort. 
In some way I feel over-dosed, so many ideas
and thoughts, you have to let it wash over you.”
Do you see it as equally valuable for the
student? “Well, I still have all the mementos
from 1999.” Which I think says all you need.

Nuvo Scena - New Theatre: 
Focus on Sound & Light
Binaural Recording
USITT, a significant contributor and supporter of
PQ for many years, is looking at developing a
way of archiving theatre. Not your average video
recording with soundtrack, but something more
real, something that captures the authentic
experience of the audience member, and more
importantly, shows what sound design brings to
a production.

This was first mooted at PQ 1984 and is only
now coming to fruition thanks to the work of Ken
Jacob from Bose and, more recently, John
Taylor from d&b audiotechnik.

The idea is to record using a dummy head with
omni-directional microphones in the ears. “You
can buy such a device for several thousand
dollars,” Taylor explained, “but you can make
your own for about $40, for a good one maybe
$250. To do so an explanation of what happens
around the head and why this is important to
the listener (and recordist) is required.” 

Taylor explained: “The ear/brain mechanism is
an extraordinary measurement tool, far more
sensitive and precise than any man-made
instrument. As a species we have ears on the
side of our head and this gives us pin-point
localisation accuracy in the horizontal plane, but
not in the vertical - otherwise we’d need ears on
our chin and the top of our head.” Taylor
suggests this is because most predators
capable of threatening humans are land-based,
not aerial. 

How we localise sound to position is a measure
of the difference in time it takes for any given
sound wave front to reach one ear and then the
other, and also a factor of level. The ear/brain
mechanism uses level to determine direction at
higher frequencies and time at lower
frequencies. Again, Taylor demonstrated this
quite clearly with the dummy head on stage,
and radio headphones supplied by Nuvo Scena
for the audience. We closed our eyes, he
walked around the head, and we experienced
the sensation that Mr Taylor was walking around
us. So far so good. 

How does this knowledge arm us to make
recordings of say, drama? He demonstrated a
recording that used a dummy head mic to
capture a studio performance of Romeo & Juliet
by students at Purdue University NY. The actors
were briefed to exploit the room space and use
strong physical expression to exaggerate the
spatial effect imposed by the binaural
performance. The effect was startling, as Juliet
appeared from behind us we heard her coming,
pass by, and emerge on screen. Taylor has
done the same with a performance in the
Cottesloe at the National Theatre. He warned:
“It doesn’t work with video recordings that use
close-up, the spatial element no longer relates
to the view.” Thanks to their support, Taylor will
be making further recordings at the National
Theatre: watch this space.
//plasa.me/pq001

Steve Brown, Sound Design Curator
This is Steve Brown’s third time at PQ, but his
first as Curator. “First time I presented 
a workshop at Scenofest, next I oversaw the
audio side of Scenofest, now I’m Curator for the
audio element of PQ. What’s exciting for me is
to witness the growing importance of sound in
theatre - I’m seeing people here that four years
ago I just would not have expected. The fact
that a speaker of the calibre and reputation of
Tod Machover would come to present is one
thing, but the people who come to see and hear
him are professionals from all over the world . . .
It really is an inspirational event, people leave
here buzzing with ideas.”

I attended a Scenofest drinks reception
immediately after Machover’s presentation and
Brown’s assertion is absolutely spot-on, the
place was buzzing. I spoke to Machover
himself, a very accessible man, and learned his
Opera Death and the Powers (see LSi
November 2010) will be staged in Istanbul
November and December of this year. 

Brown was keen to encourage more people to
attend, not just audio professionals, but
aspirants as well. “It is a bit of a busman’s
holiday for presenters. I would urge anyone
serious about audio to come out here, get their
hands dirty, and then revel in the chatter that
goes on all around you all the time. As I said,
it’s inspirational.”

Watching composers Hans Peter Kuhn, Kevin
Purcell and Scanner (a.k.a. Robin Rimbaud),
rub shoulders with the likes of sound designers
Brad Berridge and Veronika Vorel and a group
of excited students is a wonderful thing. I asked
Brown about the slight division between
Scenofest and PQ. “PQ does have an
orientation more towards the practising
professional, but of course the students attend
PQ as well. In my opinion this is the most
important event of this kind in the world, and it’s
one of a kind.”

Tod Machover
Machover, Professor of Music and Media at
Media Lab MIT in the USA leapt straight into
things: “I work with artificial voices, voices, and
electronic instruments,” and then played 
a recording of a short composition ‘Flora’.

Top: Extreme costumes at the Veletržni Palace.

Right: d&b’s John Taylor presents . . .
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Sgt. Pepper’s was the album that turned his mind to thinking about
technology and music: “It was the first album produced in such a complex
fashion it could not, at the time, be performed live. Would technology end
live performance, I asked myself?” By the time Machover arrived at MIT
via Juilliard in New York and IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination
Acoustique/Musique) in Paris he was an established expert on emerging
electronic musical experimentation. At MIT he found the freedom to
develop Hyper Instruments; instruments that took real-time sensory
measurements from the performer, and applied them to software that
would in turn augment their performance. Not just for the sake of it,
measurements from say, the muscles of the forearm of cellist Yo Yo Ma
reflected exactly the intensity, tone and speed of the muscle movement. 
It also interprets measurements from the strings and the bow, angle,
speed and pressure, and develops them. “It knows what’s going on at an
emotional level,” says Machover.

Machover then described the evolution of his opera Death and the Powers
first performed in Monaco (2010), an exploration of humanity,
consciousness and technology that in many ways is derivative of his
earlier learning and experimental experiences. 

Death and the Powers is a story of a super industrialists, a cross between
Steve Jobs, Bill Gates and maybe someone more theistically inclined, like
say the Dali Lama, who at over 60 years of age tires of the world and its
inability to solve the fundamentals of war, poverty and famine, and
conspires to transcend corporeal form and transfer his existence to 
a System. Machover employed technology that rivals a U2 or Take That
show, in particular developing a dozen high-speed performance robots.

He also described how at MIT they produced simple tools that would
enable children to interact and produce sounds/music of their own
through squeezing, hitting, and touching a variety of sensitised rubber
balls and toys. “From all these things I ended with software that formed
the core of Hyperscore,” (intuitive compositional software that allows
complete musical novices to translate loose graphical representation into
musical score) “and two of my students went on to use this to produce
Guitar Hero and Rock Band.

Ian Dow & Showlight 2013
Sadly I arrived in Prague too late to witness fellow LSi contributor Ian Dow
give a presentation on the next Showlight event. Showlight is a
‘colloquium’ - literally a meeting for the exchange of views - for lighting
professionals. It is staged every four years and in 2013 will take place in
Český Krumlov, Czech Republic. However, so good was his presentation
that a sound man (no-less), extolled to me the virtues of Mr Dow by
saying his was one of the wittiest, most amusing, and visually entertaining
presentations he’d ever seen. If you’d like to learn more, visit the website. 
www.showlight.org

From top: Tod Machover’s presentation; Members of the Sound Design
panel; Reflections - a presentation on lighting design by Felice Ross.
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Scanner 
Scanner (Robin Rimbaud), is a composer more
than a sound man, yet there’s no doubt he has
knowledge to impart: Tod Machover implored
me not to miss his talk. If you’ve not heard of
Scanner the chances are you’ve heard his work:
he is, for example, responsible for the sound
you hear from the Philips Wake-Up light clock.
His dissertation was a trawl through his
personal history as a creative artist, from his first
experiments in the 80s with radio scanners
(hence the name) to pick-up and record
people’s cell phone conversations and then set
them to music, to his latest composition which
he casually gave away to the assembled
audience; he has released seven albums this
year alone. A witty and engaging speaker, his
rampant over-achievement was infectious.

What has this to do with sound as a creative
art? Well, he did impart some useful methods
for approaching your subject. “From the very
beginning I tried to avoid being on stage, using
projection, heavy backlighting to throw me into
silhouette, surrounded by a string quartet;
anything to get away from the cliché Man at his
laptop.”

He’s not shy, but his avoidance of the limelight
has led to a fruitful career working with video
artists, lighting designers and other musicians -
the point being he is not precious about his art,
retains a very open and playful mind, and
plunges unafraid into the most unlikely of
collaborations because he relishes the potential
of the unknown. He’s certainly the first composer
I’ve heard of who has written a piece to be
played in a hospital morgue: “It’s in Garches on
the outskirts of Paris, a hospital that deals with
road traffic accidents, not sick or dying people.”

Whatever the sensitivities of the bereaved it
seems that there is an appropriate musical
environment; hard to imagine that happening
with the NHS, but the French it seems have
taken to him with open arms. He is, for example,
resident professor of composition at Le Fresnoy
- an extremely generously state-funded liberal
arts college in France. He dangled the student
funding at Le Fresnoy like a jewel before us and
encouraged students amidst the audience to
apply. He’s also well regarded in Holland where
he’s recently produced four pieces for 
a contemporary dance troupe. “In fact, I produce
a lot of music for contemporary dance.” 

He played us various compositions; the ring
tone for a new phone; music for a range of
handbags by Hermes; part of his soundtrack for
The Red Road a movie that recently won the
Jury Prize at Cannes; and a dazzling piece for
an art installation: “Called Conductor, it’s a 25m
tower of light, LEDs and loudspeakers. It’s
designed by United Visual Artists UVA,”
(readers will know of UVA; most recently their
D3 media server was used on Take That’s
Progress tour). “It’s an interactive piece
stimulated by those who visit it; currently in
Lyon, it will tour the world.”  

When questioned about techniques he revealed
two important tools, “I recently recorded a road
drain. Sticking my iPhone down the drain is
good enough to get that gurgling, sucking
sound. Take it back, clean it up on my laptop” -
Logic and Ableton Live are his two preferred
bits of software - “and then process it. The other
thing is I use my mouth; I tend to work very fast
and leave things to the last minute; often when
scoring a film I will use my mouth to make
sounds as I watch the run through. Why
struggle to find the right sound afterwards? And
you’re recording in real-time so it is already
sync’d to the film. Take the mouth sound, treat
it, process it, add and subtract. I usually know
where I’m headed and go through a piece
maybe three times and the job’s done. If you
labour away at something day after day then it
probably wasn’t right in the first place.” Now
there’s a great piece of advice.

In the lobby of the theatre afterwards the babble
from over-stimulated students and cynical
hardened professionals was electric and didn’t
subside for a couple of hours. Anyone
genuinely interested in exploring the potential of
sound would be well advised to visit PQ for
exactly this kind of immersive exposition. To
see, and more importantly hear, more of
Scanner’s work visit www.ubu.com

Sound Kitchen
Steve Brown’s idea, Sound Kitchen, as its name
suggests, is a place where people cook up
ideas with sound. Generally live in nature, these
little expositions were staged in the lobby of the
Nuvo Scena in between the major presentations
in the theatre itself. I witnessed two, both
extremely well attended.

Viktor Rasmussen from Denmark led us through
a sound design for a play that tackled that
awkward age when a teenager is no-longer 
a child but not quite yet adult. This wasn’t 
a ‘where do we put the speakers’ sound design
approach, this was ‘how do we communicate
the story only through sound’? No-one
volunteered an idea. Rasmussen suggested
that unlike theatre, movies have been
successfully using the tool of sound to carry
narrative for years, “birdsong in the background
to suggest budding romance, for example.” 

He played video clips from the performance
they’d eventually contrived to demonstrate his
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Above, from left to right: one of the entries to the Scenography exhibit at the Veletrzni Palace; Set designer Es Devlin; Scanner (Robin Rimbaud). 
Bottom: Push the Button - a playful interactive soundscape that involved the audience via specially programmed iPads and iPhones.
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thesis. Sounds included recordings taken by
microphones within the body (mouth mainly,
you’ll be pleased to know) and a mic stuck in an
ear, covered with a rubber bathing hat, then
immersed in water to try and record what the ear
hears underwater, “that one didn’t work too well.” 

He was also uninhibited with his speaker
system, essentially a surround rig of 12 cabinets
(in the video they appeared to be Klein &
Hummel, but I can’t be certain): four at the back
of the room, eight on stage but on wheeled
tripod stands, frequently moved about. “We
experimented with wearing a blindfold and trying
to navigate a city by sound; then we recorded it,
and played it back indoors, with blindfold
performers trying to feel their way around.”

Dazzling stuff. In the video there was 
a simulated birth scene where once the sound
cataclysm of birth had passed a loudspeaker
becomes the baby and is handed to audience
members to cuddle and pacify when it cries. 
A very apposite example of how to directly
involve an audience through sound.

Push the Button from the USA provided a playful
interactive soundscape that involved the
audience through the simple device of handing
out specially programmed iPads and iPhones.

Push the Button had a simple quadraphonic
system in the lobby (a room approximately 15m
square); their sound track was recordings from
a city park; children playing, birds singing,
passing traffic, fleeting snatches of conversation

as people walked by. The iDevices gave each
user control over location (speaker), distance
(time) and level; one had a master control that
also determined the time of day, portrayed via
video projection of the sun and moon. The idea
was that the other users respond to one
another’s sounds, at the same time as being
conscious of the time. Within seconds of the
first hesitant user the room was soon filled with
people eager to take their turn at this charming
entertainment. A crowd of maybe 50 was still at
it half an hour later. What did it tell them? That
sound can be fun, and an entertainment of
itself. Incidentally, later this year Steve Brown will
be touring the US with, but not as part of, Push
the Button.

Reflections
This was a presentation by Felice Ross on
lighting design, with particular reference to
coping with and taking advantage of highly
reflective scenic elements. The examples of her
work she showed on slide were breathtaking. 

We were encouraged to re-address our thinking
about rigging: “Use it as an artistic vehicle as
well as a technical one,” she said. Ross doesn’t
mask, preferring to keep her lights in view of her
audience. She also enjoys using discovered
unusual lights, “Car park lights, blue, purple,
yellow, the sort of undimmable discharge lights
that take as much as ten minutes to reach full
brightness.” 

Ross also extolled the virtues of segmenting the
stage, isolating, chopping, spotting the stage,

particularly with acute use of darkness between;
and it was here that our theme of reflections
began to emerge. The contrasting light and
shade of segmentation, carefully and
deliberately duplicated in reflected surfaces,
became reinforced and exaggerated, producing
striking forced perspectives. Ross is a bold,
unconventional LD; lights at low angles,
deliberately intruding on the acting space, are
not uncommon, and she frequently puts light
into the audience. Again, examples of the
audience self view, reflected from mirrors at rear
of stage, made for striking scenic environments.
The mirrored surfaces were actually half-
mirrored, and when lit from behind, could
virtually disappear. Her example of picking out
the actors behind the mirror, like a little room
emerging from the panoramic reflection of the
auditorium that filled the stage, was especially
dramatic.

Ross also made a case for ensuring the LD is
involved from the very beginning, “not after the
production has been blocked and rehearsed”,
and was combative in her proposition that,
“sometimes it’s ok to leave the actors unlit if the
larger vision dictates,” - and she will fight with
the biggest egos to do so.  

Is theatre keeping up with Sound Design?
This discussion was notable for the heavyweights
round the table: hosted by Curator Steve Brown it
included Hans Peter Kuhn (composer, Germany),
Scanner (composer, UK), Veronika Vorel (sound
designer, USA), Brad Berridge (sound designer,
USA) and Kevin Purcell (composer, Australia).
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Acknowledgement of technology advances was
quickly made: Kuhn noted that the last 20 years
has been revolutionary in terms of improvements
in quality, “but that process now finally appears to
be slowing down.” Kuhn is an authority on sound,
working extensively on soundfield creations in his
early career, so as a composer he knows more
than most what these advances really mean.

The debate moved to issues of equality with other
disciplines: these advances were all very well, but
if the producer wants a loudspeaker moved
because a scenic element or a light needs to be
in that position, what can we do? Berridge replied:
“When they do that to me I say, ‘Oh, so this is 
a Scenical, or this a Lightical, not a Musical’.”

We could have stopped there, but fixated by the
issue of lack of recognition, the discussion
never really left this topic. “Some directors don’t
know what to do with a sound designer,” said
Varelle. Kuhn tried to put us back on track by
stating: “It’s more interesting to collaborate and
to go beyond the simple telling of a narrative, to
be more positive and to make something more
complex from all the different crafts involved.”

Purcell from the orchestral side of the debate
pointed out that, “the music team often don’t
have enough contact with the sound designer’s
work.” None of the assembled sound designers
seemed willing to put up their hand and say
mea culpa, and the idea was left to languish. 

Kuhn again brought us back on track with the
thought that, “the digital revolution has changed

the way people listen, and we in turn must find
new ways to think of sound. I think if theatre
doesn’t find new ways they will lose their
audience. Yes there will always be
Shakespeare, and grand opera, but if you want
to present contemporary theatre then you must
create new ways.”

This was later reinforced by Berridge who, on
discussing the major commercial entities of
Broadway and the West End, said: “Any space
needs to be embraced and included, we can’t
say, ‘it’s not possible to present contemporary
in a traditional theatre because the space
imposes a certain fixed expectation on the
audience. Conversely that’s something we’re
not doing on Broadway, where the audience is
spoon-fed; where audiences are told what to
experience as opposed to granting them some
intelligence and allowing them to make up their
own minds about the experience.” 

Broadway led to money, money inevitably led to
budget, thence back to the position of the
sound designer in the production team, and off
we went again. Brown wound things up by
allowing Berridge this closing remark: “We do
need to find ways to push back against things
like producers who only have commercial
interests on their mind, demanding high SPLs
over drama-sensitive audio. We are in danger of
sounding like we’re whining like babies on this
topic; but our responsibility is to learn from
other people’s work. What is it that the LD or set
designer is trying to achieve?” Despite the
circular nature of the debate, once the session

closed the theatre exploded into discourse: 30
minutes later, half the audience was still there. 

PQ Awards
You can visit the PQ website for the full details
of the awards, but here’s a footnote. The judges
announced that in four years time there will be
awards for sound and lighting, in recognition of
their growing importance, and indeed made a
Special Award this year for sound design, given
to two UK designers, Catherine Sandys for
Hush House and Dan Bird for Kursk.

Conclusion
I have to say this was the most exciting and
enervating event I’ve attended in my 17 years
reporting for LSi - but I’ll leave it to a younger
voice to close for me. Josh Fehrmann, of
Houston Texas, was here unexpectedly: 
“I entered the Kennedy Centre American
College Theatre Festival, made it through to the
Nationals and won the award for Sound Design.
The prize was coming to PQ. It has been 
a life-changing event, I’ve met so many
incredible people, not just the number of sound
designers - which is incredible in itself - but also
the calibre of people from all the theatre
disciplines.” Josh is going to Irvine UCLA to
continue his studies: I wouldn’t be in the least
surprised if we saw a contingent from Irvine’s
theatre department here in 2015.
> www.pq.cz

*For exclusive material on Scenofest visit the
Special Features section of LSiOnline . . .
> www.lsionline.co.uk/special
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